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Aloe Vera
 1
i have nurtured generations of you, my Plant Mother

grizzled and twisting, you ever right yourself, grasping for the sun with 
tapering tentacles

 2
you grow out from the center: a slow-flowing fountain of static green water

each succession of new limbs springs forth, pale and soft

and the old, gnarled arms bend to the earth for strength

 3
you let out a trickle at times, the bud of a new plant

each daughter gradually taps into the Source for her own steady fountain 
flow

 4
when i am burned, you soothe me

when i am thirsty, you quench me
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Kava kava
 1
your soft, green leaf labias open to generate new leaves

then they harden themselves into strong, brownish-purple stems

 2
you are content in the moist shade left alone

shallow vermicelli roots radiate across the soil, and eventually flow into my 
chalice

 3
you calm me, elate me, soothe my writhing leech of doubt

into the night you lead me, holding my hand with your cooling palm
 
 4
i am the rat in the story:

i bite your roots and i am dead

mixing you is mixing me

tasting the water of life

your pungent grog numbs the world

i scratch at the earth and your root milk bubbles up freely

and into the dirt i preternaturally go 
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San Pedro
1
you are bristly and sharp

full of bitter illuminating juice

i removed your spines and sliced you

an image granted, both beatific and terrifying

i enter your barbed world, flinching deeper into your needles

you destroy me, purge me of hope, fear, love, fate

2
today cactus twins sit on my porch

potent psychic bombs, latent with power
they are waiting, observing, teaching

reminders that you destroyed me, refigured me

3
why did you torment me?
why did you eviscerate me?

nine years later, i still don’t know why

you dismantled my soul and returned to me this indivisible kernel

which i have yet to accept as mine
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Chicken & Hens
1
my mother does not tend you, yet you still flourish

a row of little chickadees

you cluck and grow long like the day’s light
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Funeral Plant
1
grandmother died, and grandfather received you

grandfather died, and i received you

you are my grandmother-father

a ruddy purple ancient outliving the rest

your life is a wake, watching a family die
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Jade
1
you are a treasure

i covet your stone-green coins 

as a child i stripped you to the stems

and put you in my dream coffers

now i am rich with regret

2
your actions embody ebb and flow

time elapsed you twist

first rising and growing lofty-lanky

then falling and breaking

your scattered bodies proliferate

rooting where they fall

one branch breaks: a succulent forest appears

grow forth and be conquered
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Kratom
1
whims whir
cold-mixed powdered leaf

elevate and elate
your deep green bitterness

hearts beat
take my coil by the quick and enrapt me

dream guided
your sluice my corridors cleanse
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Stinging Nettle
1
drink you
soft and young

avoid you
prickly and old

your blackish green water
enters me
and cradles my joints
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Jiaogulan
1
skinny, twisting indigo plant

you wrap my tongue in
a tisane of grassy sweet verdure
extending without bitterness

i feel longevity
the length of your vine


